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PROPELLANT VAPORIZATION AS A CRITERION FOR ROCKET-ENGINE DESIGN}
EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE, VAPORIZATION, AND HEAT-TRANSFER
RATES WITH VARIOUS PROPELLANT COMBINATIONS
By Bruce J. Clark_ Martin Hersch, and Richard J. Priem
SUMMARY
Experimental combustion efficiencies of eleven propellant combina-
tions were determined as a function of chamber length. Efficiencies
were measured in terms of characteristic exhaust velocities at three
chamber lengths and in terms of gas velocities. The data were obtained
in a nominal 200-pound-thrust rocket engine. Injector and engine con-
figurations were kept essentially the same to allow comparison of the
performance.
The data, except for those on hydrazine and ammonia-fluorine, agreed
with predicted results based on the assumption that vaporization of the
propellants determines the rate of combustion. Decomposition in the
liquid phase may be responsible for the an_nalous behavior of hydrazine.
Over-all heat-transfer rates were also measured for each combination.
These rates were close to the values predicted by standard heat-transfer
calculations except for the combinations using ammonia.
INTRODUCTION
The importance of the vaporization process in rocket-engine combus-
tion was indicated in a previous experimental study (ref. I) of the ef-
fect of injection processes on engine performance. This study showed
qualitatively that atomization of the slower vaporizing propellant gave
the greatest increase in combustion efficiency. Recent analytical studies
(refs. 2 to 5); based on the concept of propellant vaporization as the
rate-controlling combustion process; have shown how changes in drop size_
gas velocity; drop velocities, chamber pressure; propellant temperature,
and propellant type affect combustor performance. Qualitatively; these
calculations agree with the available data. However; specific studies
of each of these variables under controlled test conditions are required
to evaluate the concept° The vaporization-rate calculations for heptane_
ammonia_hydrazine_ oxygen_and fluorine (ref. 5) indicated that there
would be large differences in combustion efficiency with these propel-
lants. The purpose of this report is to showthe effect of these pro-
pellants on experimental combustion efficier_cy and heat-transfer rate 3
and to relate these results to the analytical vaporization rates of ref-
erence 5 and to calculated heat-transfer tales.
Eleven different propellant combinatiors were tested under con-
trolled conditions in one type and thrust-level engine. Onepropellant
was injected either as a finely atomized spray or as a gas_ and the
second propellant was injected as a relatively coarse spray from a pair
of impinging jets so that the vaporization rate of the secondpropellant
would be slower than that of the first. The injection velocity and
orifice diameter for the secondpropellant _ere kept constant for all
the combinations in order to limit the variations in drop size to effects
due to differences in propellant properties. By this method_it was
possible to determine the effect on performance of changing the propel-
lant and to compareapparent vaporization rates.
The experimental data are presented in graphical fom to show the
effect of propellant changeson combustion efficiency. The comparison
with analytical results is presented in ter_s of the percent of one pro-
pellant unvaporized.
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Rocket Engine
Tests were run in a rocket engine designed for a nominal 200-pound
thrust with heptane-oxygen at a 300-poumd-pes-square-inch chamber pres-
sure (fig. i). The injector_ combustion chanber_ and nozzle were sepa-
rable units. _le engine had a contraction r_tio of 6.6 and a throat
diameter of 0.79 inch° Solid uncooled chambers i and 3 inches long and
a water-cooled chamber S inches long were used.
Injectors for liquid-liquid and liquid-_aseous propellant combina-
tions were similar (figs° 2 and 3). One liquid propellant was sprayed
into the chamber in a flat sheet from two impinging jets of O.089-inch
diameter° When the second propellant was liluid_ it was introduced
through two parallel rows of 0.O32-inch hole_ to form sprays parallel to
the spray sheet of the other propellant. Gaseous propellants were intro-
duced behind the spray of the impinging jets through a diffuser with a
15 ° half-_igle. With liquid-liquid propella;it combinations_ the fuel
was always the propellant in the impinging j,_ts. With gaseous-liquid
combinations_ the liquid was atomized by the impinging jets.
3Performance Measurements
Chamberpressure wasmeasuredboth by a recording Bourdon-tube-type
instrument and by a strain-gage transducer with output recorded on a
galvanometer-type instrument.
Liquid fuel and liquid oxidant flow rates and coolant water rate
were measuredby rotating-vane meters. A sharp-edged orifice was used
to measure gaseous flow rates. The pressure and temperature of the gas
upstream of the orifice were measuredwith a Bourdon-tube insZrument and
an iron-constantan thermocouple. Orifice pressure drop wasmeasuredby
strain gages read on potentiometer- and galvanometer-type recording
instruments. Iron-constantan thermocouples were used to measurepropel-
lant temperatures and coolant water temperatures. Gas velocities were
measured by streak photography through a transparent plastic chamber by
the method of reference i.
Pressure transducers had a maximum error of ±i percent and the
maximum error of the flowmeters was _2 percent_ so that the maximum
possible error in c* values was 23 percent. A complete list of sym-
bols used in this report is given in appendix A. Actual reproducibility
of c* was approximately 22 percent; five or more runs were used to de-
termine average e* values. Errors in temperature measurements allowed
a heat-transfer error of 210 percent. Maximum error of gas velocities
measured by streak photography was estimated as 220 percent.
Experimental Procedure
Table I lists the various propellant combinations that were investi-
gated 3 including the maximum theoretical c* values and corresponding
mixture ratios. The effects of the mixture ratios on theoretical c*
values (refs. 6 to i0 and unpublished NASA data) are shown in figure A.
In table I the oxidant and fuel weight flows and injection velocities
are given for these mixture ratios with a constant velocity in the im-
pinging jets. The resultant chamber pressures at i00 percent efficiency
and the propellant temperatures measured during the tests are also
listed.
0nly runs with weight flows within _5 percent of the values in
table I were used for data. Chamber pressure and weight flows were
measured to determine experimental c* values. Test firings were of
approximately 3 seconds duration.
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Performance Compari sons
The experimental engine data for each run are listed in table II.
Average experimental data are presented in figure 5 as the variation of
combustion efficiency _c with chamber leagth for each propellant
combination.
For the liquid fuels (heptane; ammoni_3 and hydrazine) the _c(fig. 5(a)) with liquid oxygen was approximately the sameas with
gaseous oxygen. With liquid fluorine; ammoniaand hydrazine gave lower
efficiencies than with either liquid oxygen or gaseous oxygen. Liquid
oxygen and liquid fluorine gave approximalely the sameefficiency with
hydrogen.
Of al_ the fuels used3 gaseoushydrogen with any oxidant generally
burned with the highest efficiency (fig. _(b)). In the S-inch chamber
length the combustion efficiency of the liquid oxygen - gaseousmethane
combination was greater than the efficiencies of the liquid oxygen -
liquid fuel combinations but less than th_ liquid oxygen - gaseous
hydrogen ccmbination.
Within the limits of experimental accuracy the _c of heptane_
ammonia_and hydrazine with liquid and gaseous oxygen were the samein
an S-inch chamber. Whenburned with fluorine 3 ammoniagave a lower
performance than hydrazine. In the shorter chamberlengths_ hydrazine
gave higher performance values with oxyger than the other fuels
(except hydrogen).
Figure 6 showsa comparison of combustion efficiencies based on
c* measurementswith efficiencies from gss velocity measurements. Gas
velocities were converted to efficiencies by dividing by the gss veloc-
ity that would occur in the chamberat theoretical c*_ as in reference
i. For the S-inch chamber lengths effici_ncies as determined from
measuredgas velocities agree well with elficiencies determined from
c_ values. As was found in reference ii_ efficiencies from c* values
in the shorter chamber lengths are higher than efficiencies from gas
velocities for corresponding points withil an S-inch chamber_the reason
for this is suggested in a later section cf this report.
Vaporization-Rate Comparisons
Reference 5 presents an analytical correlation between percent
vaporized and an effective length for various propellants3 where:
Effective length =
_0.66 0.4- XlO-5)
L _ Ufin(l.9
(i T_)O'AvO'7SM l'%s
- O g3m
(i)
To compare these experimental results with the analytical data of
reference 5_ the combustion efficiencies were converted to a percent of
one propellant vaporized (ref. A); this assumes that the vaporization
of this propellant controls the combustion rate. Experimental gas veloc-
ity data were corrected to percent of one propellant vaporized by the
technique described in appendix B. The actual chamber length was con-
verted to an effective length by using the appropriate conversion
factors as described hereafter.
The initial propellant temperature and the chamber pressure were
measured directly. Injection velocity was obtained from the measured
flow rate and the injector orifice area. The final gas velocity was
calculated from isentropic flow relations and actual engine efficiency
as shown in appendix C. For the total chamber length L_ i_ inches
were added to the cylindrical length of the chamber to account for the
effect of the gases accelerating to the nozzle throat.
The mass median drop size was determined by combining the follow-
ing correlations obtained in references 12 and IS. For impinging jets
of heptane 3
2.6A_ + 0.97 Dj AV
D50
(2)
For crosscurrent breakup of jets of various liquids 3
(3)
The mass median drop size M can be related to the volume mean
g_m
drop size DSO for any particular drop-size distribution. For the dis-
tribution found in reference 12_ Mg_m is within a few percent of
0.75 DSO.
In equation (2) the jet diameter and jet velocity were determined
from experimental conditions. However_the gas velocity surrounding
the jet cannot be determined in this manner. In reference 12 the stream
of air had a constant velocity; in a rocket engine3 as the propellants
vaporize_ this velocity increases from zero at the injector face to the
velocity at the nozzle inlet. An average value of i00 feet per second
was assumedfor these calculations. This velocity mayrepresent that
obtained in the first quarter of the chamber_or it mayrepresent veloc-
ity perturbations produced by small pressure fluctuations. The propel-
lant properties in equation (5) were evallated at the injection tempera-
tures shownin table I. It is assumedherein that the effect of liquid
properties on the drop sizes formed by impinging jets will be the same
as for crosscurrent jets.
Comparisonof Experimental and Analytical Data
Figure 7 showsthe percent mass unva_orized of the controlling
propellant determined from experimental data_ as a function of the ef-
fective length calculated by equation (i). For each vaporizing propel-
lant the correlation of the data obtained with different combinations
is good. In the cases of heptane_ liquid _xygen_and fluorine the
spread of the experimental data is less t_in the spread in the analyti-
cal results of reference 5_ as shownby th_ shadedarea. For ammonia
and hydrazine the experimental spread is llrger than the analytical
spread.
The experimental data agree fairly well with the analytically pre-
dicted values except for ammonia-fluorine _nd the combinations involving
hydrazine. The experimental points indicaze that ammonia-fluorine burns
more slowly than is predicted by vaporizat__on-rate calculations and
that hydrazine burns faster than predicted, A possible explanation for
the discrepancies with hydrazine maybe th,_ fact that hydrazine decom-
poses at about i000° R (ref. 14)_ which is about the temperature the
drop reaches as it vaporizes. This decomp,>sition_ if sufficiently
rapid_ could cause the drops to shatter anti thus result in a higher
vaporization rate. A slow decomposition r_te would add heat to the drops
without shattering them. This additional ]_eat_which was not considered
in the analytical calculationsj would also result in a higher vaporiza-
tion rate. Another possible explanation f(r the deviation in the re-
sults for hydrazine maybe the unusually _rge drop size calculated for
hydrazine by equation (5)_ due to the high surface tension of hydrazine.
This large drop size decreased the effective length by 45 percent.
Thus_ the data for hydrazine maybe overco_rected for drop size.
The curves shownin figure 6 indicated that the combustion effi-
ciency as determined from c* measurementin a short engine is higher
than that determined from gas velocity measurementat the same
intermediate point in a long engine. This can be predicted by the
analytical model of vaporization-limited combustion. The gas velocity
at a point in the short engine is muchhigher than at that point in the
long engine because of the lower pressure and density at lower effi-
ciency (this effect of density on gas velocity is explained in appendix
C)o The higher gas velocity would result in an increased vaporization
rate, giving higher combustion efficiency in the short engine. The
measuredgas velocity data agree with measured c_ data when compared
on the basis of vaporization rates, as shownin figure 7o
Heat-Transfer Comparison
Experimental heat-transfer rates for the various propellant combi-
nations in a water-cooled S-inch chamberare listed in table IIio Cal-
culated heat-transfer rates for the samecombinations at i00 percent
combustion efficiency are also listed° In order to comparethe analyti-
cal and experimental rates_ analytical rates for i00 percent combustion
efficiency were modified for the actual efficiency and gas velocity dis-
tribution of the engine_ as described in appendix Do
Table III showsthat the experimental hea_-transfer rates were be-
tween 5 percent higher and 21.6 percent lower than these corrected
analytical rates_ except for the propellant combinations involving
liquid ammonia.
The low heat-transfer rates with ammoniamaybe due to film cooling
with the ammonia. Gas-side wall temperatures calculated from the exper-
imental heat-transfer rates_ and the boiling points of the controlling
propellants at the experimental pressures_ are also listed in table III.
Since the wall temperature is well above the boiling points of the
cryogenic propellants liquid oxygen and fluorine, they could not have
formed a film on the wall. Wall temperatures are well below the boil-
ing points of heptane and hydrazine_ so that they could form stable
films and maintain a sizeable heat-transfer rate across the film with-
out boiling. Since the wall temperature is near the boiling point of
ammonia_this fuel could act as a film coolant. Heat transfer from the
gases would cause the a_1onia film to boil rather than to heat the wallo
Heat transfer to the coolant would be small because the gas side of the
wall is maintained at a low temperature by the boiling _mnonia° The
data of reference 15 indicate that 15 to 20 percent of all the a_nonia
injected would be needed on the wall to provide this cooling. This
would not decrease _c if the film vaporized by the time it entered
the nozzle.
8SUMMARYOFRESIILTS
Characteristic exhaust velocity and combustion efficiency of a
nominal 200-pound-thrust engine were experimentally determined for
eleven propellant combinations at several _hamberlengths for a spray
formed by two impinging jets. Of all the propellants tested 3 hydrogen
with any oxidant gave the highest combustion efficiency.
A comparison of the experimental results with calculations 3 based
on the assumption that vaporization of the propellants determines the
rate of combustions showedfair agreement _xcept for ammonia-fluorine
and combinations that included hydrazineo Decomposition of the hydrazine
in the liquid phase maybe responsible for the anomalousbehavior of
hydrazineo
Over-all heat-transfer rates were also determined for each propel-
lant combination and were comparedwith values calculated by standard
heat-transfer equations. The calculated h_at-transfer rates agree with
the experimental rates for all propellant combinations except ammonia3
which may have acted as a film coolant.
Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdminil_tration
Cleveland3 Ohio3 October 13 1958
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SYMBOLS
cross-sectional area_ sq in.
characteristic exhaust velocity, ft/sec
theoretical characteristic exhaust velocity for gas phase mix-
ture ratio occurring at point x or point n 3 ft/sec
injection orifice diameter 3 in.
volume-number-mean drop diameter_ in.
fraction of fuel vaporizedj dimensionless
gravitational constant_ ft/sec 2
total chamber length_ in.
molecular weight
mass median drop radius produced by injectorj in.
oxidant-fuel weight ratio
fraction of oxidant vaporized 3 dimensionless
chamber total pressure 3 ib/sq in. abs
static pressure_ ib/sq in. abs
molar gas constant_ in./°R
temperature_ °R
reduced temperature of propellant
gas velocity at any point 3 ft/sec
final gas velocity reached with complete combustion before
nozzle, in./sec
jet velocity, ft/sec
i0
AV velocity difference between injecte_ liquid and gases surround-
ing liquid jet, ft/sec
v0 injection velocity, in./sec
W mass-flow rate in gas phase, ib/sec
wf fuel weight flow, Ib/sec
wo oxidant weight flow, ib/sec
specific heat ratio, dimensionless
_c combustion efficiency, percent of ti_eoretical characteristic
exhaust velocity or gas velocity
_Z absolute liquid viscosity of propellant, ib/(in.)(sec)
p density, ib/cu in.
liquid surface tension of propellant, ib/in.
Subscripts:
g gaseous
liquid
n nozzle throat
th theoretical for complete combustion
s gas stream
x point x
i case, or point, i
2 case, or point, 2
ll
_P_D_ B
RELATIONBETWEENGASVELOCITYANDPERCENTOFPROPEIZANTSVAPORIZED
Gas velocity measurementsare converted to percent of propellant
vaporized by assuming that propellant vaporization limits the rate of
combustion. The following schematic diagram is used for illustration:
Point x _ Nozzle throat n
From the continuity equation 3
or
Ux WPth
Uth WthP x
(BI)
If the gases are assumed to follow the ideal gas law 3
Px
PX = m
M
X
or
Pth Pth Tx/Mx
Px px %J"t (]32)
When the experimental c* equation is used 3 and the static- and total-
pressure ratios are assumed to be approximately equal in the chamber_
CnW n
12
and
Pth Pth c_nWth
Px - Px *c_uWn
(B3)
From the theoretical c* equation,
C x ----
Hence I if y is assumed constant_
"2
_/_ o_
Tth/Mth = .2--
Cth
(B4)
Since
wx =Oxwo +_wf I
wn =OnWo+_f
(Bs)
and, combining equations ((BI) to (B5)),
.2
Uth \OnW o + _w:_ / c_ct*h
(B6)
Thus 3 the gas velocity efficiency at any point x
of the percent of fuel and oxidant vapori2ed at point
and at the nozzle (On and _n) and of th_ theoretical
* and C_h.Cx_
is a function
x (Ox and _x)
c* values_ Cn*_
For the results reported herein_ the percent vaporized at the nozzle
was determined from c* measurements. Tle oxidant was assumed to be
completely vaporized at all points in the chamber in the cases of the
three propellant combinations for which g_s velocity measurements were
made. For the heptane - liquid-oxygen conbination 3 the equation result-
ing from this assumption is plotted in figure 8.
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APPENDIXC
FINAL GASVELOCITYCALCULATIONS
In the analysis of reference 23 the final gas velocity whenall of
the propellants are burned is used to describe the gas velocity environ-
ment of the drop throughout its history. This final gas velocity becomes
one of the correlating factors used to obtain an effective length and
can be computedfram the throat velocity_ or from theoretical c*3 when
isentropic expansion and no combustion in the nozzle are assumed.
If propellant vaporization is assumedto limit the combustion in
an actual engine_ the final gas velocities can be related to the actual
engine efficiency as follows:
Case i:
Case 2:
t
u
Ufin_l
PI if
f
/
/
f
P2
/
/
/
I00
Ufin_2
F 'I
lO0
Percent vaporized
Case i in the diagram illustrates an engine vaporizing all the pro-
pellants. The engine of case 2 has the same propellant weight flow and
chamber geometry as case i except that it is shorter and vaporizes only
part of the propellants. The resultant inefficiency of the case 2 en-
gine gives it a lower chamber pressure (P2):
P2 c2
71 = _-_= _c
cI
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A typical gas velocity profile is shownfor case i. Point (i) in
case i has the samepercentage of the propellants vaporized as point
(2) in case 2. If the T/M value of the gases is assumedto be the
sameat points i and 2_ their densities will be functions only of Pi
and P2:
Pl PI i
P2 P2 _c
Fromthe continuity equation_
u2 Pl i
Ul P2 _c
To describe the gas velocity profile in case 2_ a fictitious final gas
velocity (Ufin,2) must be used, so that
U in,2_ -!
Ufin,l Ul _c
The final gas velocities used as factors in the effective length
in this correlation were obtained by dividin_ the theoretical gas veloc-
ity for complete combustion by the experimenbal engine efficiency°
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APPENDIXD
HEAT-TRANSFERCALCULATIONS
Analytical heat-transfer rates were calculated for the particular
engine used in this work. Thesecalculations were madewith the assump-
tion of i00 percent combustion efficiency and a constant gas velocity
along the entire chamber length. The gas-film heat-transfer coefficients
were evaluated by using the Colburn equation and the averaged properties
of the gases at the film temperatures.
In the experiments_ i00 percent combustion efficiency was never
attained. The calculated heat-transfer rates were accordingly modified
for the lower chamberpressures and gas velocities at the nozzle inlet
by assuming that each factor wasapproximately proportional to combustion
efficiency. The measurementsof gas velocities showedthat the average
gas velocity along the chamber length was about 70 percent of the veloc-
ity at the nozzle inlet. Becausemost of the resistance to heat transfer
occurs in the gas-side film_ as a close approximation the calculated
2 to correct forover-all heat-transfer rates were multiplied by 0.7 _cthe actual engine conditions.
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TABLE II. - EXPERIMENTAL E_GINE DATA
(a) i;aseou_ methane with liquid _ xy_en
'Ru_- Chamber Oxidant Fuel Tota] Mixture Ch terlstic vel(clty.... I [
I _[ p ......... PP1ow, _ flow, I t'low. I ratio, I _ Coolant Coolant Hr&t-t ...... f_r .....
flow, temperature -- .| ]B/_q t.. ab_ I lb/=_ /lb/=_o / ]b/=ee I oxtda_t_ E:{p_t- Percent A,:(,ra_,.I lb/_ec riB<, Experl- ] Average
Chamber length, ] in.
276 165 .517 ] 224 .741 2..51 _ _ L![5470 58.4 ........
Chamber length, 5 Irl.
200
190
185
185
1 U.5
25T _o
279 220
2_I0 220
281 220
282 220
283 218
Chamber length, I In.
hOb 161
b06 1.57
b()_ 160
b08 i58
509 i56
510 156
bl[ ibb
512 155
51.5 159
b14 ]5_
hi'.> 15_
b16 Ibb
b I 7 18_;
iU I1] TJl F0.494 0.254 0.728 2.11 4520 73 .b ?._ .....466 .22t{ .694 2.04 45150 74 .2 ....,474 .194 .668 2.44 4570 72.8 .....476 .19_ .675 _.41 4540 72.5 ....
.491 .195 .6_6 2.52 4210 70 0 ....
Chamber len_,th. 8 _n,
,412 .22'3 .897 2.10 4980 8b.2 1.6] 16.0
.4H2 .215 .697 2.24 4980 84.3 1.60 IS.O
.482 .2_0 .t02 2.19 4950 84.1 I .59 16.0
,486 .220 .706 2.21 4920 85.3 ....
.4,'4 .22'o .699 P.[] 4920 83.9 5.98 I 6.5
4 b 220 708 2 22 49]0 65 5 4,07 7,0
[ " _
(b) Heptane with liqutd oxyv/ 1
0.9b4 2.30 9660 44.7
.956 2.28 2660 44.7
.94h 2.52 2680 45.1
.959 2..52 2600 45.7
.9.54 2.29 2640 44.4
.948 2.51 2600 4A.7
.939 2.51 2610 45 .U
._4 2.32 2620 44.1
.9:S4 2.52 ] 2690 45.5
.940 2,AI 2640 44.4
.96.5 9.5_i 2bI0 42.2
.985 2580 4A. l
Chamber ]enRth, ;_ In,
0. 668
• {; bO
• 6{;0
.670
• 850
.860
.855
.853
I .553
.81}6
.676
0. P U 9
.28h
.28b
.289
.284
.286
.PSl
.284
.285
.A01
. :'_O0
0.602 549
.516
.408
.509
. .b I 7
/
418 2.52 .65B .285 .945 2.55 3_90 65.4
41 '9 {22 . K% _ .277 .9,55 2 .&v 3880 65,2
420 23] ,650 .282 ,9_2 2i[50 :59]0 65.7
4;>I 253 .640 .281 .921 2.28 :5990 67.0
4VP 2_2 .650 .286 ,956 2.2I ,5910 65./
42A 2AP .655 .282 .9155 2.2_2 _920 65.9
Chamber len_tth, 8 in.
ii: " i!!/ :i!  .81 464o 6.o; : : 92_ ,1_, 4690 _
:2<41:t," 9 99 ' 24 9" 449044'°
4:_;? ' 267 .678 .P}O .94H P,',)] 4500 75.6
bO; _ PrO .675 .2_I .956 P.40 4,160 75.0
.954 2.48 44 _0 75.2
bOA ?'0 .672 .282 _i
b 4 270 .667 .2,'5 :940 b 45:59 76.A
- ::::: _....
I !iiii
I .....
,5.80 14.0 [.l{i
5.7[9 14.1 I
%.05 18.9 1:5.14 19.4
5.14 20.6 : _
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TABLE II.
Oxt ,1ant
riot,
ib/ne_
.;q)4
• tP?
• 521
. _34
• 3O;'
.£S08
.29g
.,f40
i 0.2b)
: ',,%
.;'45 .bt4
.2'4 : _ .b_:_
i:i :i.b67
',bb
Continued. EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE DATA
I
k
,,/1 .q P l r
bPO P t()
j521 ;'lO
i 0 ,I 7
b4_
,S[>O P:,:'
Ibb[ 2b,'
113S2 [?',,b
5bs Pbh
h254 290iii,2t}S2_5295
295
2500
{:o(_][mt_!;V ( aq [
}l,,il _ pan:',t'{ ]
f'h?w, b;xper'5- Av+.r a_:_', [
!
i b/sec_
r merd al, ESlm !
Bt.u :,;<[_< )
_..)(o, <:)]
:22--
::7:ii:: ::-
?.1 I
1.24
]. P4
I. 2,')
i .P4
I i .08
1.08
1.09
• abb
. abb
.87$'
(;hlmt:,'P !em:th, 8 In.
1.48 ,I ', sO _4. t t 1.0
........ oo ,_.,,o; 1
I .D4 4B00 , .,,
I. AP ,I 460 if;. /
] .50 4470 /'l. I
1 .':., ,I 4_;0 _l; .tJ
1 .;'.1 4'.,iO t IA_
1 ,i:S 44,50 76.4
1.22 4560 tb. l
£. 1 t 4550 7_t, s
I , 4650 79.9
3'5t .01. I ? 4680
] .:5{; 446D
{ll) tlyllr'aztne with llqu[{l oxygen
S.40 4 .0
?. ;(,
ll.h
10. t
tO.b
1 I .P
.B
9. b
iP+ I
I1 +t;
Chamber length, 1 In.
.h_l | 41!_0 6[ .0 -- -
. /08 4 ]I,{) {W..4 ....
.IQO ,1240 68. I ....
(;ham_'P ],,n_:th, :_ ]n.
I. ;_1 I 4 b t 0 7;S. b "/4. 7 .... I ....
.:i?_; 1 466O ZS._ i ] ....
e:.... _,;so ,s.: / , .... :1_-1
".tI_ 4:O0 74.b
(;h..mb, r length, 8 ln.
I]hamtPp L_m<th, ] in.
_9 _ , _4_ _ _ _0 _'_ _ _ _'00 _,_0
77.7 [ ....
i
91 ._ 2. 18
I 2.222.22
;). f?2
2.22
P.22
I 2.2 L
2.2 L
t 2.1_
0. 774 ;
O. P/P
.2_09
.:>8{;
. P t f;
• P_;;s
.;'78
.194
•15}0
. ;70"/
.PO_l
.198
.;';Sb
' " 11:71 ]
-1111 ! ---
iii::L :::::
] .000 C,.us"<'
• _t 80
.99 _;
.020
. lJ ',,0
.}{}B
.t#t'.,
....
42.0
41 .0
41 +FT
42,0
:,9.0
40.0
59.:,
40.0
1.85 1. /':_
t .,B2
1. a,I
1.8 ,'
1.75
I. t?
I. tb i
I
t. _I, I
....... I i
2O
[Hun
115
I16
117
118
119
Chamber O×hlant Fuel Total
I g4
159
ICO
156
ib9
ibb
TABLE II. - Continued. EXPERIM{NTAL ENGINE DATA
Ml_turc Cbaracterl_g[c v,_lo<[ .y I Coolant
ratlo, [ _ Plow,
Expf_vI - P.rcent Aver 1K_ 1b/see
mental, of
Pt/sec theo-
retlca]
io.ooo::::I.648 .28P .9AO.646 .287 .9155.G48 .288 .916._;4B .280 .928
.648 .2TP
10 i 2PO O, ;06
108 205 .651
709 198 .+;2_
110 19_ ,65t
111 2OO ,{;58
1112 197 ,626
197 .{;.t4
12ol io .......
25b .tU?6
[ Pb:% .648
0.298 1 .OO4
.294 .945
.28_; .91:',
.218 .91b
.255 .91:%
.281 ._0"}.26_ .90
O.PSO O.918
.280 .916
.247 .912
.266 .956
.P99 .92b
.PY? :920 _
Chamber lensth z 1 In.
P .08 2700 1 44.9
2 .:_0 2 !00 1 44.1}
2.26 2t00 44.9
2.42 26{10 44.
2 .:_2 2"? IO 45.P
2 .SB 26_0 44. t
_:hamt_or Ipngth, :S In.
2.57 :54 _0 b8.0
2.2I 54_0 5_.2
2.19 ,5420 b6.9
2.29 342O b6.9
2.58 :_46O 5 !. 6
P. P:! 54 _0 57. l
2.41, ,545O 57.1
Chamber 1Prig[h, 8 '_n.
[4-0 17 0
_._ 4_10 71 _
2. _9 4_,_0 75 • _
2_5_ 4_0 71 _'_
_09 4_ _0 72 _S
_ _ 4_50 _4
44]. { ....
5g I . ? ....
i
i ....
:i 1. 71.39i . 401.591.44
t:42
,,xy<rn
5b
I
Coolant I H{_t tpar_s_l*p re±t,
temperature !rl_o, [-_:_p...... I A,,:
o F i_, mPntalBtu ' Bt'u<"' :
,7 T_:,._ (_q "J'}("' "}
3bl7
3b.5
57.0
3812
:5 b. 8
_;8. )
?4. r i. 4 ,t
i .49
1.48
1.4[
1 .$9
1.41
1.0/
]. ]C
] ,C_J
] . ] ,'
" I. [g
] t.!!
I "L, [ ....
liiii[
iJ. O0
8. O0
-i, I _0
H. 1,0
_{. 50
]C ,00
'J.25
[ ::2::
i .....
! .....
i .....
1.05
.gUt
1.04
i .Or;
I, 1 ',
1,02
.... i
.... I
_-:_-: I
I
I
I
1
1.05
i
0 . ; "i ] 0 . : ; 4
.;40
.2;_;
.24_
.;J20
.200'
. :t;'O
-::-:
J_ l
t,5.1 75.
72';. 7 I l
tl ln.
74.7_
74 ._;
75.2
] .... W .... ] .....:2:: i :7:: _ .....
l .... I .... ] : -- : : :
: I1 ,:_0 51.01,16 5b,]1.lb :{,5,0I .]g 34,01.20 54 .C1.20 s:(, .h
........ I
(]. EI_
._t15
.HOb
._51+;
.80,1
C. i0b
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TABLE II. - Concluded. EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE DATA
(1) }{yd:'izlnc wlth i'luorlrlc
:_40 i 390
I%1 ] _b*,
ii .......
i:; ,,o
410
0.911 ] . {1[}]
.71S .40.t
• ,'9b .4O2
lo"< 19019P
; i;{t,] .'; 10
527 2_e
! •
t _
; }" q ,I 5
, '5 f 4 " /
, 5]5
0.5 '5
7
0. H d (;
, 7 i' _)
I 0.!il0
i UC I]
• (X,_J
CI . ) 7 _
.267
iCl i [ i_{]
0.271
,;,h,3
,;'65
,;Y/4
i .......,
i ]]_: .....pao
bl
3
43O
:f ; ]
'_,lh
.654 1 . t;'e_
,e154 .I:Sd
• G;7,1 . ] ',i
.bll
22
c_
cr]
cr]
!
E-4
!
H
H
!
_ ,--I .,-I -Im
•._ -_ p._
,--I _ 0 b_
•,-_ _ _ _ _1
0 • P-0-,-I .,-I
m4
_ 4_0
o ,-t
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gt
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•,-I -Ia
!
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,--t
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r_
o
_4_ 0
%
%
o _
!
•H ,--t
-r-t
-0 0
_-I o.H
%
0 _000_0_0_
___0_
I !
_ _ _ _ 0_ _
0_0__0
_ _ _0 _ _
__0__
_ _ _ O_m _0_
_ ------_ _] ----_ h -----._
b_ b9 o
0 0 _
(_ _._ _ _ (_
-0 o
2Z
,,[
Spark
///
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///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///
,/,
Z:
/t I
// t
4,
_z
///
/t •
/,, •
/,,
/r J
IIJ
/t I
/re¢'/z
Injector
Length
i rT
Figure i. - Rocket engine.
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4 or 24 Orifices_
(.032" diam.
_ymmetrically positioned
plate
45 °
I
Orifice-plate detail
_ y////.
0.032" <
°2iO. 020"
t
Figure 2. - Liquid-liquid injector.
25
Figure S. - Liquid-gaseous injector.
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